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Abstract
Abuse of methamphetamine, cocaine and morphine is an increasing global problem. According to 2018 UNODC report between 2012 and 2016, 151 millions of people used cannabis; 146 millions of people consumed cocaine; 275 millions of people used opioids and opiates; 131 millions of people consumed amphetamines. According to another Global Drug Survey-2017, the figures of addiction may be much worse than the expected. People use cocaine and amphetamines because these drugs increase the dopamine release in ventral tegmental area (VTA), nucleus accumbens (NA) and prefrontal cortex, brain regions which take part in the reward-pleasure circuitry. They also play major roles in the development of addiction. In the review the mechanism of action of amphetamines, cocaine and morphine are explained in a very clean schematic way; explaining why people get addicted to these drugs. Cocaine binds strongly to the dopamine-reuptake transporter, preventing the reuptake of dopamine into the nerve terminal. Because of this blocking effect, dopamine remains at high concentrations in the synapse and continues to affect adjacent neurons, producing the characteristic cocaine "high".

Activated D1 receptor activates the PKA signaling pathway, and this pathway plays a critical role in mediating the behavioral responses to cocaine administration. Cocaine-induced neuromodulations, including dopamine depletion, may underlie craving and hedonic dysregulation. Acute administration of amphetamine induces phosphorylation of cAMP response element-binding protein (CREB) and expression of several immediate early genes (IEGs), such as c-fos. The IEGs is likely to initiate downstream molecular events, which may have important roles in the induction and maintenance of addictive states. Chronic exposure to amphetamine induces a unique transcription factor delta FosB, which plays an essential role in long-term adaptive changes in the brain. Morphine can cause indirect excitation of VTA dopamine neurons by reducing inhibitory synaptic transmission mediated by GABAergic neurons. The chronic use of morphine is characterized by adaptive changes in neurons and neuronal communication; such adaptations (e.g., ‘super-activation’ of adenylyl cyclase) must underlie altered behavior associated with morphine dependence and withdrawal syndrome, as well as drug-induced craving and relapse to drug use.
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Introduction
Illegal drug consumption is a serious growing global problem today. Most of these psychoactive drugs do not only give extreme harms to the health of people, but also creates huge criminal problems which ruin many families and lives as well as inducing other social catastrophes. Illegalizing drugs and policing on drug users did not work during the last century. United Nations and other agencies are seeking for alternative solutions to combat against the global drug problem, such as legalizing and thus controlling the drug usage moderately. According to UNODC-2018 Report, between 2012 and 2016, 151 million of people used cannabis; 146 million of people consumed cocaine; 275 million of people used opioids and opiates; 131 million of people consumed amphetamines [1]. Between 2006 and 2017, Opioid usage dropped significantly, while the consumption of other synthetic drugs, cannabis and stimulants increased immensely. The global drug trade is never ceasing, and it seems that it will never come to an end. Policing methods are creating more criminal, legal and social problems. We are mentioning about an annual global market of 500 billion to 900 billion dollars at least. Drug cartels are easily buying many corrupted government officials and law enforcement agencies. Under these circumstances enforcement and policing the social systems are only serving the drug Lords and cartels.
Another 2017 academic study among 115,000 people revealed that the actual numbers are far more serious than the UNUDOC report as seen in the below plot [2]; (Figure 1). If among randomly chosen correspondents and subjects (N = 115,000), a total number of 57.3% use stimulants, 92.4% consume hallucinogens, and 9.7% use narcotic analgesics (of course there may be multisusers, using many of them at the same time), then this means that Global Drug War is LOST and there should be other precautions to be taken!

Figure 1: GDS-2017 report shows that the figures of addiction may be much worse than the UN-reports.

To create alternative methods, we have to face a couple of facts after asking a series of questions. The first question is; “Why such a majority of people use drugs?” The following questions will be:

1. Do these drugs harm human health and nervous system?
2. If yes. What are the methods we should proceed with to prevent this hazardous effect on human health?
3. What can be the possible effects of these drugs on human health? Are these effects irreversible and persistent?
4. How should we treat drug addiction and other health problems induced along with the drug abuse?
5. Do the policing methods work at all?
6. Can we prevent current widespread drug use?

7. If answer to Q7 is NO. Will legalization of drugs work to prevent or at least decrease drug related problems?

Although there are numerous investigations, animal model studies, clinical studies, human PET and fMRI investigations, we are not still at the point of determining the unified perspective to decide about how these drugs influence human health and nervous system; how hazardous they are; how tenacious the neurophysiological changes; and how these alterations can be coped with and treated. There are some theories and hypothesis about the mechanism of addiction, craving and abstinence syndromes develop. There are some proposed treatment methods which are partially healing abstinence or craving. This review article will deal with the first and second questions above (Figure 2A).

Figure 2A & 2B: Steps to be taken to prevent addiction and treat addicted people
Some people, who are genetically more prone, get addicted to drugs very easily; some do not! Some stimulant drugs have effects of euphoria, increased libido, enhanced sexual pleasure and orgasm due to the sudden rush of dopamine and norepinephrine. Most people like those rewarding effects. The effect of those addicting drugs are more effective than anti-depressants (e.g. SSRIs) or anxiolytics (e.g. benzodiazepines). So, there is no potential way of preventing drug abuse totally, today. The health agencies and institutions should focus on decreasing the hazards and health problems of drug addiction, as well as treating addiction, after discovering the mechanisms of addiction. For this limitless research funds should be directed to academic and scientific research to find out the mechanisms of craving, abstinence and addiction. Also, very extensive addiction centers should be funded using today’ scientific information, as well as education-training programmed for the public should be started all over the world (Figure 2B).

Current policing methods have not worked for the last 150 years; on the contrary, global drug problem have become much worse. The acceleration of global drug problem is increasing every year and becoming exponential every decade. The drug addicts are not the ones who should be blamed, but the corrupted governments that do not see obvious facts and indirectly support or unconsciously facilitate the growth of Cartels and Drug Mafiosas.

Why Do People Use Cocaine and Amphetamines?

Humans are hedonist and pleasure discovering-seeking higher primates [3-5]. Contentment, pleasure, liking, wanting, sexual pleasure and satisfaction, orgasm, are all positive emotions that lead to the general states of mind, “contentment and “happiness”; without those pleasurable effects, life would be less meaningful. C. Being happy is a combination of various effective components. Central nervous system structures are such organized and specialized that there are some pleasure regions, pleasure-reward circuitry which passes neurological signals by means of some modulatory neurotransmitters, such as in, glutamate, dopamine, GABA, endogenous opioids, oxytocin and norepinephrine etc. Pleasure principal uses biological processes which are inherited and have descended from our grand ancestors, coded in our DNAs. These processes include, making the animals and/or mammals and higher primates become habituated to pleasure inducing events or “rewards”. People, all their lives, run, strive, crave and race for various kind of rewards: reward of “feeling good; good taste and smell; satisfying their ego; sexual pleasure and orgasm; chocolate; junk food; buying as they wish; possessing; making money, getting richer and more powerful etc.

The animal brain and reward mechanisms are not different, but simpler. It is easier to construct experiments and establish experimental models in animals, since we cannot use invasive techniques in higher primates and humans. Evolution shows us that we have very similar built-in mechanisms and circuits in the brain for a certain mind states, such as depression, fear, anxiety and pleasure. For instance it was possible to design medication to treat epilepsy, after discovering some of the mechanisms of epileptic discharges and using anti-epileptic agents on animals, which is a valid, working and pragmatic method today. In this century, most of the epileptic cases can be treated. A drug, such as sodium valproate, vigabatrin (GVG) or benzodiazepines which block electroshock, pentylenetetrazole (PTZ) or kindling seizures in animal models, will also abolish seizures in humans [6]. Pleasure, reward and addiction studies were also made with the same notion; actually the pleasure and reward centers were first discovered in animals.

A reward activates the reward-pleasure system or hedonic hotspots and generates feelings of favorable emotions (e.g., liking). At the same time, a reward also activates motivational systems either originating from the limbic system or the anatomical pleasure regions and produces incentive behavior (e.g., wanting). For example, when rats press a key and receive electrical stimulation through an electrode implanted in the hypothalamus, they try to press the key continuously as they can to get more electrical stimulations, which is the well documented “brain stimulation reward (BSR).”

The electrical stimulation of some subcortical structures, such as the nucleus accumbens (NA), the lateral hypothalamus, and the ventral tegmental area (VTA), have been proven to induce strong behaviors that are associated with motivations in animals. It should always be kept in mind that “wanting” and “liking” are two different feelings. “Wanting” is caused by the innate and built in approach because of the fragrance, taste, or outer appearance of the object (such as food), it is a response of the organism towards an incentive salience. In liking there is the “pleasure” factor, and it is a learned behavior, involving short term memory. The dopaminergic, oxytocinergic and glutamatergic systems (D1-like dopamine and NMDA receptors) play important roles in the occurrence of and learning of pleasure [7-9].

The results coming from animal studies (mostly rats), have been tested in live human subjects by using very sophisticated imaging techniques, such as fMRI. It was shown that, when there is pleasure the following areas of the brain may become activated, like experimental animals [8,10-15]:

1. Thalamus and/or lateral hypothalamus
2. Nucleus accumbens (NA)
3. Ventral tegmental area (VTA)
4. Ventral pallidum
5. Insula
6. Cingulate cortex
7. Prefrontal cortex
8. Orbitofrontal cortex
9. Septum

Humans chase pleasure and contentness; he/she escapes from dysphoria, stress, anxiety and depression and chooses the behaviors that lead him/her to euphoria, anxiolysis, relieving his/her fears, dysphoria and depression. For instance, drug usage, alcohol addiction, over eating etc. are the clinical signs of the
attempts to relieve anxiety and depression and attain euphoria, mild sedation, elevated mood and attain contentment. Central nervous system (CNS) stimulants, such as cocaine, amphetamine, methamphetamine increase the neurotransmitter concentrations by various mechanisms; once more neurotransmitters, such as dopamine and norepinephrine, stay longer in the synaptic cleft in certain areas, they increase the formation of action potentials, and increase the synaptic transmission. When it comes to sexual pleasure, particularly for women, orgasmic experience gives anti-depressant, anxiolytic, sedative and analgesic effects mostly because of the rush of the following neurochemicals.

1. Dopamine
2. Oxytocin
3. Prolactin
4. Epinephrine & norepinephrine
5. Endorphins

People use cocaine, amphetamines, MDMA, methamphetamine or C-Meth because they have very acute effects and they have very positive effects on the mood, such as:
1. Euphoria, contentment and happiness feelings
2. Anti-depressant effects
3. Anxiolytic effects
4. Increased motivation and attachment to life
5. Pleasurable effects
6. Increasing libido, sexual pleasure and enhancing orgasm
7. Making the person more alert and wakeful
8. Increasing the mental capacities, IQ, memory and recollection (Figure 3).

**Figure 3:** The pleasure centers and pleasure-reward circuitry in the limbic system.

**Dopamine**

Neuropharmacological studies show that dopamine is the main neurotransmitter, which mediates pleasure reaction, while some dopamine agonists and antagonists (e.g. into lateral hypothalamus or VTA) modulated the pleasure and BSR. It is shown that the medial forebrain bundle in dud es massive dopamine fibers. Both the mesocortical dopamine fibers and the nigrostriatal dopamine fibers pass through the lateral hypothalamus, so that the stimulation of lateral hypothalamus seems to induce excessive release of dopamine. Dopamine (DA) is an excitatory or inhibitory neurotransmitter in the central nervous system. DA receptors have subtypes which are mainly two families D1-like (D1, D5) and D2-like (D2, D3, D4) groups. Activation of D1- group receptors increases cyclic adenosine 3, 5-monophosphate (cAMP) through stimulation of adenylyl cyclase via Gs stimulatory G-proteins (Figure 4A). But activation of D2-group receptors decreases cAMP through Gi (inhibitory) pathway. The other receptor subtypes belong to the D2-like subfamily (D2, D3, and D4) and they are G-protein-coupled receptors that inhibit adenylyl cyclase and activate K+ channels [24, 25].

The cAMP is formed from the ATP through an enzyme adenylyl cyclase (AC) and it is metabolized by the enzyme phosphodiesterase (PDE) which exists in the cytoplasm. Drugs or agents (such as...
caffeine) that block phosphodiesterase (PDE) activity, also block the inhibition. In the central nervous system, the inhibition of inhibition also results in excitation. When the cAMP concentrations rise, cAMP-dependant protein kinase (PKA), phosphorylates receptors and channels, and activates important transcription factors like cyclic adenosine monophosphate response-element binding protein (CREB) [26]. cAMP is a second messenger responsible for the cellular effects of multiple hormones and neurotransmitters via activation of its main effector, protein kinase A (PKA) (Figure 4B).

**Figure 4A:** Dopamine synapse in the limbic system.

**Figure 4B:** Dopamine receptors and intracellular molecular events when dopamine binds to D1-like or D1-like DA receptors.

Endogenous DA levels and DA release increase in the Nucleus Accumbens (NA), Ventral Tegmental Area (VTA) and Orbitofrontal Cortex (ORB-C) and thalamus (THL) when the CNS stimulant drugs are used such as nicotine, cocaine and methamphetamine [27] and also these stimulant substances are associated with the reward system in those areas by means of increasing the release of dopamine extremely, compared to the usual-daily reward system. Reward system of DA in the brain includes the VTA and NA, where a sequence of reactions occurs based on the drug stimuli and behavior, such as drug seeking and eventually the consumption of that preferred drug.

These drugs stimulate mainly every part of the brain, but particularly VTA, prefrontal cortex and NA as well as some other subcortical structures of the limbic system. Extracellular DA release induces action potential firing at D1 dopaminergic receptors and in some people they may start and extreme craving [28]. In people who continuously use CNS stimulants, this craving is correlated with the concentration of DA released into the synaptic cleft [29]. Craving is an electro-chemical gained behavior hypothesized to be establishing new adaptation of the mesolimbic dopaminergic system [8]. In animal and human studies self-administration abuse of drugs that elevate dopamine levels, creates some positive- seeming clinical effects, such as pleasure, euphoria, increased libido, and enhanced sexual pleasure, cessation of anxiety, hedonism, and loss of the depressive mood.

Cellular mechanisms in addiction also involve glutamatergic receptors and glutamate (GLU). In pleasure and hedonism mechanisms AMPA, NMDA and metabotropic glutamate receptors also play important roles. As well known, NMDA receptors are responsible for the short term learning mechanisms and long term potentiation (LTP), a form of electrophysiological learning and conditioning. These two receptors systems and the neurotransmitters DA and GLU are widely distributed in the brain, particularly prefrontal cortex, limbic system, basal ganglia (NA, VTA, Putamen etc.) which play important roles in emotions, motivation, learning, memory, sexual behavior and orgasm. Most of the pleasurable
acts, sexual activity or orgasmic climaxes are associated with dopamine release in many parts of the brain. Actually, many other neurotransmitters or hormones are released during high pleasure and climax states, such as oxytocin, norepinephrine, prolactin and endogenous opiates [30,31].

It is assumed that cross molecular signaling of dopaminergic and combined molecular signaling of dopaminergic and glutamatergic systems, particularly through dopamine (D-1) and glutamate receptors (NMDA and AMPA) play critical roles in the cellular transcriptional chains which affect the synaptic plasticity and learning by means of reorganizing the neural networks initially, which eventually results in the alteration of emotions and behavior, as well as psychological responses of the individual [30,31].

**Mechanism of Action of Methamphetamine and Cocaine on Synaptic Transmission**

Both cocaine and amphetamines (particularly methamphetamine) seem to influence human mood very fast and in a positive way in the beginning. Actually they are powerful mood modulators and anti-depressants when taken through intranasal (cocaine) or oral (methamphetamine) routes; crystal methamphetamine (C-meth) may also be inhaled after it is heated into gaseous form, while C-meth’s evaporation heat is 212 °C. Cocaine has an abrupt mood changing effect lasting for 30 to 40 minutes, while C-meth’s effects last for 24-30 hours when taken orally and a couple of hours when inhaled. Both of them increase libido and makes sexual pleasure and orgasms more intense both in men and women. The hypothesis that they create physiological addiction is debatable, but they induce powerful psychological addiction [32,33].

Cocaine mainly binds to Dopamine (DA) transporter at the presynaptic membrane and blocks the re-uptake of dopamine molecules to be degraded by MAO or COMT; thus, increases DA concentration and the probability of it to bind postsynaptic DA-receptors. DA stays longer in the synaptic cleft. However, this effect lasts for 30-40 minutes if new cocaine doses are not inhaled again. The euphoria effect of cocaine is higher than amphetamines and C-meth.

Amphetamines, Methamphetamine or C-meth has a more profound and long-lasting effect, because it increases the DA concentrations in a couple of ways, while also stimulating the DA release into the cleft. Amphetamines and C-Meth do not only increase DA but also norepinephrine (NE) as well. Methamphetamines realize this action in a couple of different ways (Figure 5):

**Figure 5:** The mechanism of action of methamphetamine and cocaine.

1. Meth binds to the presynaptic membrane and induces the release of DA into the cleft, it’s a specific effect directly on the DA vesicles.
2. Meth can interact with the free DA in the presynaptic neuron and releases DA either from the vesicles and also induces free DA into the cleft.
3. Meth binds to NE and DA transporter and DAT or NE-transporter carries Meth into the cytoplasm, while it reverse transports DA and NE into the extracellular synaptic cleft.
4. Meth blocks the re-uptake of DA and NE into the neuron, thus increases the concentration of DA and NE in the synaptic cleft.
5. At higher concentrations, Meth enters the neuron, and invade the synaptic vesicles of DA or NE, thus forcing and replacing a lot of DA and NE molecules out of the vesicles. Thus, free DA and NE which are out of the vesicles increase. And they reverse transported by DAT or NET into the cleft. Meanwhile Meth makes itself to be carried into the neuron binding to DAT and NET, such that more meth is inside the cell and it induces free DA and NE molecules to be reverse transported outside.
6. Meth binds to MAO and blocks the degrading of DA and NE, so it increases the duration of existence of these monoamines.

7. Meth may also interact the monoamine vesicle transporter, either blocking it, or making itself to be carried into vesicles such that free DA or NE molecules stay in the cytoplasm much longer while some of them are carried outside either by diffusion, exocytosis or active reverse transport by DAT and NET [32,33].

The acute effects of cocaine are as follows:
1. It increases the feeling of well-being and contentment.
2. Increased euphoria.
3. Increased libido
4. Increased sexual pleasure
5. Enhanced and powerful orgasms.
6. Antidepressant effects.
7. Mood elevation
8. Increased alertness and alert consciousness
   1. The acute effects of methamphetamines are as follows:
   2. At low doses (oral 10-30mg)
      1. All of the cocaine's effect
      2. Increased self esteem
      3. Very powerful wakefulness
      4. Increased IQ and EQ
      5. Increased empathy
      6. Powerful Anxiolytic & Anti-depressant effects.
      7. Increased higher mental functions
      8. Increased memory and learning
      9. Increased associations
     10. Increased creativity
     11. Loss of sleep
     12. Very increased libido
     13. Powerful sexual pleasure
   14. Enhanced and prolonged orgasms (particularly for women, high doses of Meth may induce erection problems in men since it stimulates the adrenergic system; systemic beta blocker may alleviate this problem)
   15. Increased mental and emotional capacities.
      2. At high doses (oral 50-75mg)
      1. All of the above low dose effects
      2. Increase of the all mentioned mental capacities.
   3. Paranoia may elevate in some people; paranoid thinking.
   4. Mild or acute visual hallucinations.
   5. May precipitate psychosis and/or schizophrenia in proposhyotic people
   6. Severe delusions and persecution delusions
   7. Uncontrolled thoughts.
   8. Some sexual paraphilias may emerge

Mechanisms of Action of Morphine and Opioid Agonists on Synaptic Transmission

All four opioid receptors contain seven-transmembrane proteins that couple to inhibitory G proteins. When they are activated by an agonist, such as endorphin, or exogenous agonists, such as morphine, the Gα and Gβγ subunits dissociate [34,35]. Former opioid receptor pharmacology has proven that guanosine triphosphate (GTP) modulates agonist binding to opioid receptors (OR). It was afterwards established that GTPase activity is stimulated by opioid agonists. Today it is generally known that all four known OR types couple to pertussis-toxin–sensitive G proteins [36]. The most crucial aspect of OR signal transduction shows that opioids modulate calcium and potassium ion channels. After Gα dissociated from Gβγ, the Gα protein subunit moves to interact with the G-protein gated inwardly rectifying potassium channel, Kir3. Channel deactivation happens. This process causes cellular hyperpolarization and inhibits the formation of successive action potentials and decreases neural activity. In many studies the inhibitory effects of OR on neural excitability were shown to be formed by interactions of opioid receptors with G protein-regulated inwardly rectifying potassium channel (Kir3) [37-41].

When they are activated, all of the OR causes a reduction in Ca²⁺ currents which are sensitive to P/Q-type, N-type, and L-type channel blockers. OR-induced inhibition of calcium currents is mediated by binding of the dissociated Gβγ subunit directly to the membrane receptor channel. This binding decreases the voltage activation of channel and hence decreases the probability of the pore opening. Many studies have shown that opioid receptors interact Ca²⁺ channels and induce configurational alterations; if the agonist-stimulated opioid receptor is postsynaptic, it will take the resting membrane potential to the reversal potential of potassium, which is around -90mV; thus allowing the cell become more hyperpolarized. If the opioid receptor is presynaptic, then it will block any kind of synaptic neurotransmission or neurotransmitter release; since without inward calcium currents the neurotransmitter vesicles will not activate and fuse with the presynaptic membrane. It was also shown that MOR Stimulation results in G protein-dependent inhibition of α-1A and α-1B subunits [42-45].

It is well known that the acute administration of opioid agonists reduces Ca²⁺ dependent release of synaptic vesicles; this event can be regarded as one of the factors that is responsible of
opiate tolerance [46,47]. In addition, because the activation of μ, γ and κ opioid receptors inhibits adenylyl cyclase activity, the AMP-dependent Ca^{2+} influx is also reduced [48]. As a summary when an agonist binds to μ-opioid receptor (MOR) the mechanism of action of MOR receptor is seen as:

1. **Inhibition of Adenylyl cyclase (AC) and the formation of cAMP is decreased.** This makes the cell less excitable.

2. **Galpha-i/o subunit affects the AC activity which is inhibited.** This decreases CAMP. Then CAMP induced PKA (protein kinase A) activity is decreased. This results in the reduced opening of voltage gated calcium channels (VGCC); less calcium enters during voltage drops of the membrane. This induces hyperpolarization.

3. **Activation of PKC (Protein kinase C) and CREB gene transcription may result in many other membrane proteins to be synthesized which may induce up regulation or down-regulation of opioid receptors or related other receptors.**

4. **Galp-a/i-o working as an inhibitory electrophysiological factor stimulates the G-protein activated inwardly rectifying potassium channels (GIRK).** More potassium currents make the membrane less excitable and hyperpolarized.

5. **As a result, the activity of many voltage gated calcium channels are decreased (including L, M, N types), near to this hyperpolarizing potassium channels are opened and inward rectifying potassium currents makes the membrane hyperpolarized and preventing an action potential to fire.**

### Cocaine addiction

Cocaine addiction is a chronic, recurring behavioral disorder in which compulsive drug-seeking and drug-consuming behavior is predominant. There is data that the dopaminergic system that projects from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) into the nucleus accumbens (NAc). Cocaine interacts with the dopamine-reuptake transporter, and it prevents the re-uptake of dopamine into the glial cells or presynaptic neuron to be recycled. Thus DA stays at higher concentrations in the synaptic cleft and stimulates the D1 receptors at neighboring neurons or the post synaptic membrane. Activating D1 receptors stimulate PKA signaling which results in many chemical reactions and cascade of events which may lead to synaptic plasticity. [49,50] in Figure 5-7.

### Methamphetamine addiction

Methamphetamine is a stimulant of CNS which induces severe addiction. Addictive stimulant drugs increase extracellular concentrations of DA in NA and PFC, which are accepted as projection areas of mesocorticolimbic DA neurons and important parts of the “brain reward circuit”. Acute administration of methamphetamine induces phosphorylation of cAMP response element-binding protein (CREB) and expression of a number of immediate early genes (IEGs), such as c-fos. The IEGs is likely to initiate many molecular events, which may have important roles in the formation of addictive behavior which is also a learned phenomenon. Chronic exposure to methamphetamine induces the transcription factor delta FosB, which plays an essential role in the development of LTP and synaptic plasticity [51-57] in Figure 5-7.

---

**Figure 6:** The mechanism of action of opioid receptors.
Conclusion

After using animal models of reward-pleasure and addiction experiments we learned a lot from the animal models about the mechanism of action of cocaine, amphetamines and morphine, after acute or chronic administration of these drugs. We know which areas of the brain are influenced and how some genes are activated which may lead to up-regulation or down-regulation of some specific receptors as well as the increased or decreased synthesis, storing and the release of these addicting drugs.

More research funds should be directed to addiction research, because today it became possible to treat, craving, abstinence and eventually addiction. However, we are at the beginning steps to solve the main problem. Also, while the global drug abuse increases, the funds and researches on drug addiction are decreasing day by day, gradually. Science and scientists may say the last words to treat craving for drugs and also prevent abstinence syndrome, while eventually treating addiction. More research on the molecular effects of chronic abuse of these drugs should be made and more funds should be saved for science, scientists and scientific research on addiction.
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